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gandhi interested himself in several nation-building activities and
expressed his views with fervour. Swadeshi was a burning passion
with him. He constantly wrote and spoke advocating swadeshi in
language, dress and thinking. "We commit a breach/5 said Gandhi,
"of the swadeshi spirit certainly if we wear foreign-made cloth, but
we do so also if we adopt the foreign cut. Surely the style of our
dress has some correspondence with our environment. In elegance
and tastefulness it is immeasurably superior to the trousers and the
jacket. An Indian wearing a shirt flowing over his pyjamas with a
waist coat on it without a necktie and its flaps hanging loose behind
is not a very graceful spectacle.35
Gandhi strongly recommended Hindi as the national language:
"There is not another language capable of competing \vith Hindi.
Bengali comes next to Hindi. But the Bengalis themselves make use
of Hindi outside Bengal. No one wonders to see a Hindi-speaking
man making use of Hindi, no matter where he goes. Hindu preachers
and Muslim maulvis deliver their religious discourses throughout
India in Hindi and Urdu, and even the illiterate masses follow them*
Even the unlettered Gujarati going to the north attempts to use a
few Hindi words, whereas a gate-keeper from the north declines to
speak in Gujarati even to his employer, who has on that account
to speak to him in broken Hindi. I have heard Hindi spoken in the
Dravid country. It is not true to say that in Madras one can go on
with English. Even there I have employed Hindi with effect. In
the trains I have heard Madras passengers use Hindi. It is worthy of
note that Muslims throughout India speak Urdu and they are to be
found in every province. Thus Hindi is destined to be the national
language. We have made use of it as such in times gone by. The rise
of Urdu itself is jlue to that fact The Muslim kings were unable to
make Persian or Arabic the xiatiooal language of India. They

